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Note: The following are further memoranda from Professor Salter and those named in his evidence. These
were produced in response to a request from the Committee for further written evidence on the claims
made by Professor Salter.

Further Memorandum by S H Salter, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Edinburgh
Early Days
The history of British wave energy research shows a remarkable inverse relationship between the
achievements of the technology and the official enthusiasm for it. We began with tests on small models
which were not very efficient and which would have been too large at full scale. We were ignorant of the
stresses and did not know how to convert erratic power inputs into synchronous electricity. Nevertheless
waves were officially regarded as "the most attractive of the renewable sources" in Energy Paper No I I
while poor wind was dismissed in Energy Paper No 21.

Technical progress on waves in the seventies was very rapid. Generous support was given to at least ten
different schema. E%ciency improved and the expected sizes of full scale devices fell. Brilliant mathematicians were stimulated by model tests and, in return, established many useful and elegant theories to assist
new model experiments. Design data were rapidly produced by an intensive tank-testing programme.
Problems of power take-off and mooring were solved. Special bearings and self-rectifying turbines were
invented and tested. Official assessment of the devices was done by independent consultants on a strict
but fair semi-adversarial basis which was an invaluable design discipline. The cost predictions steadily fell.
Some of the research groups felt a little unease that the control of the project was in the hands of the
Energy Technology Support Unit at Harwell, which had uncomfortably close links with nuclear technology.
However the former nuclear engineers appointed to run things, in particular Clive Grove-Palmer, were so
convincingly enthusiastic about waves that our doubts were stilled. The chief complaint was that much
paperwork had to pass through the contracts and payments branches of the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority, which injected more delays into the work than one would have believed possible. It
was cohmon to have completed a research contract before the authorisation papers for it were signed. I
had to spend an excessive amount of time writing letters about frivolous reasons for delays in payment.
By the early eighties several wave teams were convinced that they were within striking distance of
eventual viability. The cost information for the Edinburgh device which I gave to the Commons Select
Committee for Energy in February 1982 is supported by the two items of Appendix 1, both from official
sources, which show costs well below 5 pence per kWh for installations in a standard Atlantic wave
climate. This cost was not yet low enough to justify large-scale deployment in the energy-rich United
Kingdom but it was certainly low enough to justify the continuation of a vigorous research programme
aimed at further cost reductions.
The Wilderness Years
Our confident progress was halted at a meeting of ACORD held on March 19th 1982. The programme
manager Clive Grove-Palmer was, exceptionally, excluded from the meeting. Instead ACORD were given
a secret report (eventually published as ETSU R13) which persuaded them to close down the wave
programme.

We received the news with complete astonishment which lasted until we were able to obtain copies of
ETSU R13 early in 1983. This document presented a reasonably true picture of wave energy at that time,
declaring that costs for the devices under study ranged from about 4 pence per kWh for the best up to 12
pence for the less fortunate. None of us would have disagreed except to point out that many further
improvements were still possible and that the range of costs for enhancing the mainland grid seemed rather
high, the highest being 1.6 times more than the entire CEGB transmission network--enough, we estimated,
to get wave electricity from Skye to the Soviet Union and Chad.
The ACORD decision was made inevitable by the requirement to reduce the renewable research budget
from £14 million to £1 1 million and by the exciting predictions made for hitherto despised wind energy.
ETSU R13 said that on American estimates, the capital, maintenance, switch-gear, transformers and
cabling might cost as little as 1.9 pence per kWh.
Let me now formally declare that some of my best fiends work on wind, that I am sure that the
technology should be given every chance, that I hope to contribute to its success and that I am ashamed
to have been ignorant enough about wind not to speak out against the attacks made on it by many official
energy experts in the early seventies. I believe that the costs of wind and wave are too close to distinguish
and that decisions on which should be installed will depend on a complicated calculation combination
involving geography, meteorology, accessibility, land values etc. A combination would provide a firmer
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power basecbecause they can arrive at different times. I believe that both are inferior to the best tidal and
conventional hydro schemes. The problems faced by both are serious enough to require the full attention
of the engineers without the distractions of disputes between them.
However, I am sure that the long-term interests of wind energy are ill-served by false evidence. The
authors of ETSU R13 did not make it clear that the two technologies were being compared on very
different rules. The conclusions of adversarial consultants were being compared with fund-raising advertising material of American manufacturers. Some extraordinary comparisons have emerged. For example
the wave consultants wrote that the cost per device of the major structural elements of a thousand wave
devices would be "unlikely to show great reductions from the manufacture of a single prototype". They
wrote that the mechanical and electrical portions mightachieve a reduction of only 25 per cent. In contrast,
ETSU staff still repeat estimates of wind turbine manufacturers that the tenth production unit of the 60metre 3MW Orkney machine would cost only one third of the first prototype. The Chief Scientist at t h e
Department of Energy, Derek Pooley (a Hawell man like many others) wrote. that,the 2Othmachhe
might cost only one fifth. Extracts are given in Appendix 2.
People often try to predict the cost of annual maintenance by taking a percentage of the initial capital
cost. I rather disapprove of the method because it predicts exactly the wrong outcome of spending money
to reduce maintenance costs. However ETSU R13 used the percentage method for estimating the
maintenance of both wind turbines and the additional mainland transmission cables from a wave scheme.
The percentage used for wave energy was 27 times the one for wind. See Appendix 3:ETSU have since
admitted that this factor of 27 was a mistake but they continue to cite the conclusions of that report.

'

It was odd the ETSU R13 bore no relation to the actual costs of wind energy in California. Appendix
4 presents this information from 1981 and calculates the cost on the same assumptions as were used for
British wave energy. I must emphasise that this cost is the average for the whole of the California wind
field, which has been installed under unusual and perhaps damaging tax incentives. The best machines are
of course better than average and should not be penalised by the results of the worst. Nevertheless the
mean cost of 15 pence per kWh for 1985,is still a useful number and is above that suggested in ETSU
R13 for wave energy. The actual wind costs were even higher when the wave closure decision was made.
This must have been known to any well-informed officials at ETSU. It cannot have been conveyed by
them to members of ACORD. I hope that your Committee will ask why not.
\

This use of the mean cost of the machines actually installed is in marked contrast to an ETSU calculation
which appears in another ACORD document later published at ETSU R14. For waves, the average cost
of 8 pence was calculated as the mean of the single best (4 pence) and single worst (12 pence) cost of the
devices under study. Perhaps we were fortunate that the range was not even wider. Other ETSU documents,
R30, R26 and L7 show an interesting sequence of iterative references leading back to R13 during which
the range of 4-12 pence increased to 9-15 pence without explanation.
ETSU R26 did however contain an interesting section which admitted that ducks were a "special case"
and that duck electricity might just possibly be less than 5 pence per kWh. However this was qualified by
the statement that "costly development" would be needed. While it would be very nice if large amounts
of clean renewable energy could be produced at a viable co&wilhoSl_t-an~e~.gshe.develogment it may
be that this requirement is over restrictive. Several dirty, depletable sources have taken quite,a lot of
development money.
Management Changes
Shortly after the fateful ACORD meeting Clive Grove-Palmer took an unexpected early retirement. I
am sure that his evidence to your Committee would throw some light on to the ACORD decision. He
was replaced as manager by Peter Davies. The life-long enthusiasm for nuclear energy which was later to
make Peter, Davies such a suitable choice for the presenter of the UKAEA case for their Dounreay
expansion made him a less likely choice for work on renewables. It would be interesting to know how and
by whom the selection was made. Nevertheless he did something extraordinary to the contracts and
payments branches of the UKAEA which earned him my deepest gratitude and allowed me to devote my
energy to matters of reliability rather than to debt-collecting on behalf of my poor University.

For the important topic of reliability of both wind and wave, ETSU commissioned studies by the
specialist consultants YARD. A copy of their wind report has come into my hands. It shows differences
even more puzzling than those for quantity cost-reductions described above. The YARD reliability experts
concluded that a non-return valve in the hydraulic system of a wind turbine would fail about once in a
miftion-hours whereas one in a-wave device would fail 68 times in that period.
C

Several parts of wind turbines, like pipework and cables, were regarded as too reliable to include in the
analysis but were expected to fail regularly when used in a wave device which, we thought, afforded equally
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good or even better conditions. A single interior seal in a wave device was reckoned to be less reliable
than the entire braking system of a wind turbine. YARD wanted to apply severesalt and sand conditions
to vacuum-sealed equipment and to use acceleration values 20 times greater than could actually occur.
They wanted an unusually wide temperature range for plant operating in such intimate contact with a
very large heat sink.
YARD were not the only source of reliability confusion. The estimates of the reliability of the marine
cables needed for offshore devices seemed to decline mysteriously even though the evidence from the many
marine cables of the Scottish Hydroboard and Norway shows that reliability is actually improving. In the
final report, even the sources of data were removed to obscure the adverse factors of thirty and sixty
which had crept into the analysis. Appendix 5 traces the pattern of successive estimates.
The YARD work analysed our equipment into extremely detailed components but left blanks against
values for reliability for most of them. Their reports were passed on to the wave Consultants Rendel
Palmer & Tritton (RPT),who filled in the blanks with various estimates. On all of these estimates they
concluded that the overall capacity factor of our design was essentially zero rather than the value of about
40% 'which they wowd-%-avE-fir'edi-cteddf-or
a-perfectly refiakle-duck on the basis of the Atlantic wave
statistics and small-scale model tests. It followed that the electricity cost would be embarrassingly close to
infinity.
Problems of Transmission and Inversion
d spent much of 1983 disputing the YARD/RPT conclusions and submitted various notes on the subject
to the Wave Energy Steering Committee. I might as well have saved the effort. I was to discover by chance
that Peter Davies prevented the most important of these reaching the committee. Appendix 6 is a sample
of the notes which were stopped. It contains a number of questions about the YARD work which remain
unanswered. My protests about the stoppage drew no action or comment from the Department of Energy.
Perhapslyour Committee have better ways of getting answers than I did.
*

The attitude of the consultants showed a marked change from 1982 onwards. Their main area of
expertise was civil and marine engineering, not particularly relevant to the hydraulic and electronic
techniques favoured by us. On several occasions I had wondered if their feelings for electronics had been
formed in the 1940s. At the end of 1981 they appointed a sub-consultant, Gordon Senior, with special
responsibility for ducks. He was able to subject our ideas to a considerably more rigorous scrutiny than
previously and he sat in on meetings with potential suppliers. It was the wish of the Department of Energy
that, wherever possible, consultants and device teams should agree but that, if this was not possible, then
the areas of disagreement should be clearly identified. After many long meetings it proved possible to
hammer out almost complete agreement between Gordon Senior, the civil engineers at John Laing and
the team at Edinburgh. Unfortunately for us, many of Gordon Senior's conclusions were reversed.by
people in Rendel Palmer and Tritton who had not been present at the meetings and who had very little
contact with us. Aniazingly, officials at ETSU placed a ban on communications between Rendel Palmer
& Tritton and myself so that it was impossible to resolve the differences. Correspondence dealing with
this extraordinary ban and one of the disputed topics is presented in Appendix 7. I hope that your
Committee will be able to take evidence from both Gordon Senior and Peter Clark, head of the Rendel
Palmer and Tritton team.
The depressing conclusions about reliability had been produced by a computer program written by
Rendel Palmer and Tritton. We tried to replicate its results (with a number of simplifying assumptions)
on hand calculators but were unable to do so. We therefore asked for a copy of the program to run it for
ourselves. It would have been very helpful for improving design. This request was refused but, as a
compromise, the program was run at Harwell by an ETSU official, Roy Taylor. It did not, at, first, produ~e
sensible numbers for simplified cases but eventually Taylor modified it to give believable results. We are
particularly grateful for this work. He found that component reliability was not nearly so important as
the,ability to exchange failed items in moderate sea states. It turned out to be very important to be able
to gain access to the structure in sea states up to 2 metres significant'wave height. This was the sea state
which YARD thought was the limit for access to the tower of an offshore wind turbine.
We consulted a number of marine experts who advised that personnel transfer between two moving
vessels was easier than from the one vessel to a stationary object such as a lighthouse. In moderate sea
conditions our long spine arrangement provides a considerable degree of shelter and we did a number of
model tests which showed that a significant wave height of 2.5 metres was a reasonable maximum. Above
2.5 metres there is a marked increase of wave action behind the structure and considerable over-topping.
Roy Taylor's use of the official reliability program showed that if 2.5 metre access was possible, duck
availability would be excellent and the overall capacity factor would rise to 38 per cent. I believe that the
"zero availability" conclusion is no longer held.
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Parametric Costing
Winning the availability debate did not save us. The argument shifted to the reassessment of capital
costs. Wave energy devices had been designed to an exceedingly useful set of cost rules produced by the
official Consultants entitled "Analysis of Civil Construction Costs-Working Paper 36 July 1981." This
document-140 pages long-assembled the experience of a number of offshore contractors. It is admirably
detailed about double-curved shuttering and steel plate thickness, about crane hire and water pumps,
about shift rates and scaffolding, about wastage and drainage, about national insurance and sick pay,'
about pouring concrete over water or pouring it on land.

The Laing costing department supplemented Working Paper 36 by obtaining quotations against
engineering drawings or to declared specifications for nearly all the bought-in components. This information
is contained in the Edinburgh Laiag Report of October 1981. In parallel, the official Consultants prepared
their own estimates, which were close but, as one might expect, a little higher. The few areas of disagreement
are detailed in the Consultants' report of June 1983.-Allour claims on costs are based on the Consultants
figure for capital cost of £1,520 per kW rather than on our own.

,
)

After the reliability battle ETSU wanted to change all that. The 140 pages of Working Paper 36 were
replaced by four lines.
Ballast costs
Concrete structures cost
Steel structures cost
Mechanical and Electrical plant costs

£50 to £100 per tonne
£400 to £600 per tonne
£2,000 to £4,000 per tonne
£10,000 to £15,000 per tonne

Exactly the same rules are now to apply to wind and wave regardless of weight penalties and any
similarities to ships, harbours and aircraft. Shape, tolerance, dimensions, surface area, surface finish,
transport and the location of manufacture are all ignored and only the concrete/steel choice is offered as
a material option.
It would be difficult to design a cost rule more damaging to wave energy or indeed more initially
favourable to wind. Wave devices have to obey Archimedes. If you make them too light, they float at the
wrong level. Th'ey are usually stubby shapes and are actually quite small compared to most offshore
structures. There is plenty of room to add material to make things strong enough. Their weights are evenly
supported. They can have relaxed tolerances and their surface finish can be much worse than crudely
poured, unpainted concrete. Many types can be assembled in covered factory conditions and floated to
site. Million tonne structures are easily moved on water.
In contrast, slender wind turbine blades have to be matched to a fraction of a degree. Surfaces should
be like racing-cars--even gnats at the leading edge can reduce aerodynamicefficiency.Gravitational stresses
enforce strict weight penalties. Final assembly must be done in the field. The windiest hillsides seldom
have good road access; when the blades of big wind turbines are moved there has to be much surveying
of routes, widening of fences and even raising of power cables. All of these problems can be solved but
not at the same costper tonne as for floating structures.
Most damaging of all was the ETSU insistance that our heaviest,itern;the~anistef-~ki&eentainedthe
power take-off mechanism, should be classed as £10,000 per tonne plant when Whessoe were suggesting
£850 per tonne for the first unit.
When ETSU are presented with the printed price lists from solvent companies for things like lathes,
generators and hydraulic rams at around £3,000 per tonne (such as those in Appendix 8) the argument is
that the X 3 to X 5 multiplication is to cover assembly, inspection and administration. Our arguments
that all these have already occurred in the lathe and generator factories get us nowhere because these are
not offshore applications. It is all the more frustrating that the rules were changed five years after the
design. If we had known at the time, our equipment would have been rather different. I would have use a
great deal of titanium and carbon fibre.
ETSU insist that there are no- examples of offshoremechanical plant which cost anything like the first
official estimates for wave energy. We reply that nearly all offshore items are made as singles. Oil-related
activities suffered from a punitive (85 per cent) tax on profits. Plant was built in a frantic hurry. It is,
however, possible to design a hypothetical offshore structure which raises awkward questions about
parametric costing.
.-

The ETSU papers cite in support of their case that "small ships" cost £1,500 per-tonne-a long way
from the £350 per tonne for the first official, but now questioned, estimates for ducks. I do not disagree
with the figure of £1,500 for small ships although I was surprised to see that large ships are not mentioned.
European ship-builders claim that Korean yards can sell large ships for rather less.
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Now an unladen merchant vessel floats with about one third orher volume below the surface. Let us
pretend that we have bought such a vessel for £1,500 per tonne and that we overload her with ETSUpriced ballast at £50 per tonne until only a very small free-board remains. (My local garden-centre will
deliver small quantities for only £10 per tonne but I have no wish to make this an issue.) It would obviously
be necessary to take a number of intelligent precautions about sealing portholes, ventilation shafts and
hatchways but I argue that this should cost very little or even save money because we could hsve ordered
the ship without them. It might even by possible to arrange the ballast in a way to gain structural strength.
The weight of all the material inside the hull is now three times what it would have been in a normal ship.
I would claim that the overall cost per tonne is now only a little over £1,600/3 = £533.
Our nearly-sinking merchant vessel is as close as I can get any familiar object to be like a duck. The
power rating of its propulsion machinery will be close to that of a wave energy device of similiar size. It
will have electrical cabling, mechanical handling equipment and winches for raising its anchors. Its standard
of workmanship, particularly the smoothness of the hull, would be considerably higher for a wave device.
This £533 or perhaps £600 per tonne is still not quite low enough to make wave energy viable. For the
next reduction I wouk-need-to invoke-the -fact that £1,500 per tonne ships are usually made as single
terms. Any order in double figures would be regarded as miraculous. By making thousands of wave devices
in a steady production run we should be able to make a strong case for quantity discounts. We could cite
the wind turbine reductions to one third for 10 off and one fifth for 20 off suggested by ETSU and the
Chief Scientist.
I am sure that ETSU will claim that such large reductions will not apply because we will not be addmg
that much to the tonnage of all the ships ever built. I will then ask them to explain how their wind
construction costs differ from those of all aircraft ever built. For waves I will point out the absence of
doubly-curved plating near bow and stern, the relaxed tolerances, the change from steel to unpainted
concrete and the coarse surface finish.

I must record a deep anxiety that the application of the parametric costing method will lead to serious
fatigue failures if it used to select between rival designs of wind turbine. This is borne out by the comparison
in performance between many light and short-lived American machines and long-lived Danish ones at up
to three times the weight. If my anxiety proves to be well-founded, the advocates for parametric costing
will have to carry a share of the blame. It may be difficultto identify them then. Perhaps we should do so
now.
Meanwhile back at the tank
During these troubles our work in the test tank continued. The Department of Energy wanted wave
teams to work towards a very large-2,000 megawatt-installation. The Edinburgh solution used ducks
on a long crest-spanning spine. We argued that this made the very best use of the sea space and allowed
easy electrical interconnection and power accumula-tion. We knew that a rigid spine would suffer dangerous
bending moments and so joints, controlled by intelligent hydraulics, would be needed. The mathematical
predictions of David Evans and narrow tank tests suggested that the proper movement of these joints
could improve efficiency and that joints could even generate useful power in addition to that from the
ducks. We built a special wide tank to test tjiose ideas. It had full directional control of mixed seas. It
cost £100,000 and was completed in six months from a bare site. Other similar but later tanks have cost
from £400,000 to £14m but have not proved quite so reliable. We thought that this success would have
earned us the gratitude of the Department of Energy and prompt support to keep up momentum. But
&is was not to be. For more than a year we helped rival wave power teams use our tank before we were
given the money to build our long spine model. The design work for full scale had therefore to be carried
out on intelligent guess-work.
We measured bending-moments, joint angles and mooring line tensions aver an immense range of sea
states including freak conditions which could capsize ship models, bow over stern. Our guess for the
maximum joint angle had proved a safe over-estimate, giving a safety factor of three. Our final mooring
design enjoys nearly constant tensions: the hundred year wave produces a variation of only 15 per cent.
The flexure requirement for the electrical down feeders has a safety factor in fatigue of 400 compared to
bending tests carried out by Pirelli on live cables in sea water. We found that even if a large proportion
of the mooring lines were removed, the sea-keeping behaviour was still satisfactory. Groups of ducks
behaved in the same way on the spine as one would have expected from tests in the narrow tank. However
if one of a group developed a fault, its neighbours could pick up nearly all the energy that would have
been lost provided that they were under their power limit.
The joints also allowed us to represent the correct elasticity of the full scale structure, indeed we could
vary the elasticity at the touch of a knob. I believe that this was the first time that a tank model has had
variable elasticity control.
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Britain is a member of the International Energy Agency and reports to it on British wave research.
These papers from ETSU are circulated to research teams in various other countries who are in close,
direct touch with us. More than one such team was to ask us why these reports were so negative. I have
seen extracts relating to our spine tests which I believe do not accurately reflect our results. My requests
for the complete versions have been refused both by ETSU and the Department of Energy. I hope that
your Committee will persuade them that this policy should be reconsidered.
I still believe that long spine devices will in the future prove to be the best design for maximising the
use of available sea space and minimising the demands for sea bed geology and topography. But these
requirements are a very long way ahead. Just as stage coaches preceded railways, the first wave devices must
establish credibility by operating on their own. We have therefore done some work on t.he hydrodynamics of
solo ducks.
The results confirm the theoretical predictions and the results of model tests on -the Budal and Falnes
buoy t6at isolated point absorbers should be able to draw enkrgy from a width of sea much greater than
their own physical width. There is a desirable increase in performance at long wave-lengths so that we can
reduce the duck diameter from 14 metres to 10 metres thereby halving the weight. We have measured
capture widths above 1.5 for most of the useful spectrum. This is nearly 4 times the "typical efficiency"
quoted by Peter Davies in ETSU R26 but still less than the theoreticians had predicted should be possible
before ETSU R26 was published. Work by the Norwegian mathematician Even Mehlum has shown that
most uneven sea beds have "hot-spots'' caused by wave refraction which have about double the energy of
normal sites. Proper siting should therefore give a further advantage.
The next task for solo duck development is to reduce the demands for the heavily loaded attachments
to the sea bed or to find better ways to perform this function.
Hydraulics
A great number of machines which consume large amounts of energy in intelligent ways use highpressure oil hydraulics. Earth-moving plant, naval guns, flight actuators, ships' steering gear and machine
tools are all examples. It therefore seemed clear to me from an early stage that hydraulics would also be
right for moving energy in the opposite direction, i.e. taking an erratic input and converting it into clean
synchronous electricity. Hydraulic oil seemed to be the most benign working medium know to mechanical
engineering. This belief was further reinforced when we discovered all the ways in which efficiency could
be improved by advanced controls and found ways to yield non-destructively to all forces that we did not
wish to use for generation. My belief was not at first shared by any of the other wave teams or by any of
the officials or consultants. YARD even preferred unfiltered sea water. An unfortunate attempt to use
hydraulics for the transmission of a big wind turbine in America combined every possible mistake and
reinforced the prejudice. People would argue vehemently against the reliability of hydraulics at meetings
to whkh they had driven in cars stopped by hydraulic brakes and, for the more affluent of them, steered
by hydraulic power-steering. Their very lives were entrusted to complicated hydraulics which they expected
to work much better than the simple things like their exhaust systems. The fact is that bad hydraulics,
like bad electronics and bad surgery can be very bad indeed while good hydraulics can be very good.

the
We soon came across several new requirements. Firstly, ia-~o~l~er~d3ssi~~i-ng-itpp~ieations,
fuel cost is only a small part of the total. But in energy generation, electricity is the on@ output. A small
improvement in efficiency will lead to a direct increase in the value of the entire structure. We therefore
put a great deal of effort into loss analysis and loss reduction over a wide range of power levels. Next the
working life of wave hydraulics has to be much longer than that of conventional machines. Both aims are
served by the use of hydrostatic bearing technology to separate every moving part from its neighbours. If
proper separation is achieved the bearing will last indefinitely.
Our Department of Energy contracts never' allowed us to build any hydraulic hardware. Indeed at one
stage they put a ban on even paper design work. However SERC did agree to support two aspects of the
work. One was a fast, variable-displacement, axial-piston motor for driving generators or flywheels. The
other was an electronically controlled poppet valve which would provide variable-displacement control
for large, slow, ring-cam pumps. Together these would allow a controlled torque to be presented to a slow
erratic input shaft while a fast output shaft could drive a generator at synchronous speed. Hydraulics also
provides convenient access to energy stores, which we believe are highly desirable. The same plant would
also be useful for wind energy bedause it would allow the proper matching of tip-speed to wind-speed with
true synchronous generation.
We built a 600 kW version of the-fast machine and have done a series of low power trials. We have
shown that our predictions of low leakage and low $hear loss are correct and that therefore our total
losses ought to be about one quarter of those of present designs. The wind industry expresses polite,
perhaps even more than polite, interest but very wisely will not risk using hydraulics without proof of
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reliable operation at high power. The hydraulics industry will not abandon their present designs without
proof of customer demand. The department of Energy will not support the project on the surprising
grounds that it is still in the research stage. The SERC will not support it on the grounds that there is no
industrial interest. Appendix 9 shows photographs of what we made. We can claim a complete technical
success and a complete bureaucratic failure. The team dispersed at the end of March 1987.
Full Scale Developments
r
While the British wave programme was being destroyed the very opposite was happening across the
North Sea. The first papers on wave energy had appeared from Norwegian Universities at the same time
as ours but withJmmense amounts of hydro-electricity and oil there was no official support until 1979.
The first cost estimates in 1981 were just as high (2.5 to 8 kroner or 25 to 80 pence) as ours but the
undaunted Norwegians worked steadily away and got their costs down in exactly the way we had done.
Authorisation for construction for two types of device, an oscillating water column and a tapering channel,
was given when the cost predictions were down to 6 pence per kWh, still three timpthe cost to Norwegian
private' consumers. Civil construction was finished at the end of 1984. Both devices were formally
inaugurated in November 1985. Some savings in construction cost and claims for rather better performance,
led both teams to-fiate-th.at-theiratgen'eration
costs-were only 4-pence provided that the cost of an access
road was shared with future installations. British teams had been told that generation costs would have
to match the bare fuel cost of the best available fossil plant. As this is about one third of the selling cost
to the private consumer we can claim that the British and Norwegian targets were separated by a factor
of 9. It seems a pity that the established energy industries in Britain are in a position to set such difficult
rules for their infant rivals.

The news from Toftestallen cannot have been well received by ETSU who, in the circulated draft of
their final report on wave energy ETSU R26 (February 1984), had said that Norway like Britain was also
closing down work on waves. It was all the more embarrassing because the cost of the two units, 600 kW
together, was only £l.lm-less than ETSU had paid Rendel Palmer and Tritton to tell them that waves
were no good and much less than early wind turbines of the same rating.

.

The draft report was hastily corrected. A number of ingenious arguments have been produced to explain
why the Toftestallen installations are a special case. It is claimed that there are particular geographical
features which are not available elsewhere but this is of course also true for all present wind sites. Final
conclusions must await the completion of future Norwegian installations which may well be in a better
wave climate. The oscillating water-columns will need some short term energy storage before they can be
used in slender networks but the Tapchan has already won its first export order.
Although the Norwegians are now well ahead of Britain and Portugal is coming up fast, our progress
is not quite at a standstill. The most exciting development is taking place in a gully on Islay. A team from
the Queen's University Belfast led by Trevor Whittaker is building a device which exploits the natural
like the tapered channel entrance--and are planning an oscillating water column
features of the gully,very
at the head. This will give them an admirable test bed for developing their Wells turbines in real conditions.
The nominal rating of the installation is 150 kW, very close to that of the Carmarthen Bay vertical axis
wind turbine. What is remarkable is that final contractor's estimates show that the cost per kilowatt is
about one tenth of that of the wind machine. I look forward to hearing the ETSU explanations for this
ratio.
I discussed these and many similar points with officials from the Department of Energy. Their defence
w g ingenious. For each single point they would offer no resistance but would ask only what percentage
difference to the overall conclusion each individual objection would make. As each of the many was not
on its own decisive they argued that it was safe to ignore each in turn.
)

The world has less fossil fuel now than it had in 1973. British oil production has passed its peak and
will be finished in the lifetime of people born now-perhaps even before they have had their first vote.
There have been enough nuclear accidents-Windscale, Kyshtym, Three-Mile Island and Chernobyl-to
make it questionable whether nuclear power would survive a further one. An accident could occur at any
moment in any of hundreds of plants. We seem to be doing everything possible to reduce our coal resources
and demoralise our miners because of the temporary level of foreign coal subsidies. The world could move
from energy glut to energy shortage in much less than the time necessary for the renewable sources to
develop to economic viability.
While nobody can calculate with confidence when the renewables will be needed it is certain that they
will all eventually be required. Their development will be a long struggle and will demand the very highest
technical skills. We cannot give only nine months of drawing office effort for the design of a 2000 megawatt
scheme and then complain that there is insufficient detail on the transformer mounting bolts. We must
not waste another fifteen years and dissipate the high motivation of another generation of young engineers.
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We must stop using grossly different assessment methods in a rat race between technologies at widely
differing stages of their development. We must find a way of reporting accurate results to decision makers
and have decision makers with enough technical knowledge to spot data massage if it occurs. I believe
that this will be possible only if the control of renewable energy projects is completely removed from
nuclear influences.
Civil servants (or British ones at least) are bad at technical decisions whether they be concerned with
growing ground nuts, designing aircraft, selecting nuclear power stations or planning energy supplies. If
industry can make good profits in the short term it will not support research over longer terms. However,
I believe that industry could come back to support wave energy provided that an inquiry into the conduct
of the wave programme exposed the misinformation that has gathered around the subject and if the money
that central governments ought to spend on future energy supplies were paid as an initially generous but
progressively reducing bounty on the output of novel generation plant.
May 1988
M

Note: The following appendices to Professor Salter's evidence are not printed in-full: copies have been
placed in the House of Lords Record Office. Extracts from Appendices 1 , 4 and 5 are printed below.
Appendix l-"Official Cost Estimates for Wave Energy": letter from R.J. Taylor of ETSU and extract
from Clive Grove-Palmer's submission to the Wave Energy Utilisation Conference, Trondheim, June 1982;
Appendix 2-"Quantity
Discount Comparisons": extracts from Rendel, Palmer and Tritton Wave
Report May 1981 and from Bevan, Derwent and Bedford's submission to 7th British Wind Energy
Conference, Oxford, March 1985;
Appendix 3-"Maintenance

Costs": extracts from ETSU R13, November 1982;

Appendix 4--"Actual California Wind Costs Calculated on British Wave Rules": from Wind Power
Monthly (March 1985, Vol 1 No 3) and from California Energy Commission Staff "1985 Wind Power
Project Performance Reporting System Results";
Appendix 5-"Deteriorating Estimates for Marine Cable Reliability": Rendel, Palmer and Tritton/
Kennedy and Donkin Working Paper 22, WESC(80) GT 137, November 1980;
Appendix F B l o c k i n g of ETSU Reports Written for the Wave Energy Steering Committee": letter by
Professor Salter to P Davies, ETSU, together with Professor Salter's comments on Y-ARD Memorandum
4061;
Appendix 7-"A
Ban on Communications with the Consultants": correspondence between Professor
Salter, ETSU and Rendel, Palmer and Tritton;
Appendix 8-"Some Costs pm Tonne to Compare with ETSU Parametrics": extracts from correspondence by WHESSOE; LAING; REXROTH and Markon Engineering;
Appendix 9-Illustrative

material.

Extract from Appendix I: Duck availability and cost
Stephen Salter rang me on 23 April 1985 to request some runs of the Availability model.
.
l
'

He wanted Availability data based on repair time assumptions lower that those included in
WESC(85)P702.
The attached Table (not printed) shows the Availability model results based on the following data:
- failure rates as per Table 1 in WESC(85)P702.
- repair times for all major items except the power cannister of 12 hours.
- a power cannister repair time of ten hours. (Stephen Salter requested a repair time of two hours but

some sensitivity checks showed that the "nod and pod" availability was not sensitive to this repair
time below ten hours.)
The Availability data can be used to derive an approximate availability against maintenance cost curve
as is shown in Figure 1. In the Figure results are presented for two access criteria, namely, significant
wave heights of 2 metres and 3 metres. Stephen was interested in data for a significant wave height of 2.5
metres and will "average" the 2 metre and 3 metre curves.
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The maintenance costs are based on an assumption of a fixed annual cost of £20 million for the repair
base and a cost of £2 million per annum for each repair team. Also, inspection of the data in the table
allows some simplification of the optimisation process to determine the most cost effective number of
repair teams. Group 3 and Group 4 repairs can be handled by two teams in each group and increasing
the level of resources for these groups gives very little return in terms of availability. Hence the variation
of maintenance costs in Figure 1 is based upon varying the crewing for groups 1 and 2 with groups 3 and
4 held constant at two teams per group.
This data gives a cost of energy of less than 4p/kWh using RPT capital cost and energy output figures.

R J Taylor
ETSU

Extract from Appendix 4: Professor Salter's view of Wind Power
The Californian Energy C o n i d i i o n have released the following information on wind installation and
productivity since 1981.

Capacity installed MW

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

7

64

172

366

71

243

2,175

1,900

Cumulative capacity MW
Capital costs $/kW
Output million kWh
Annual investment
$ million
Cumulative investment
$ million

3,133
0.01
22

4.8

, 1

46.5

1986

1987

398

?

154

609

1,007

?

?

1,860

1,887

?

?

188.1

67 1

?

1,200

139

327

68 1

75 1

?

161

488

1,169

1,920

?

'

?

?

It is difficult to calculate an exact cost for a rapidly expanding programme because plant installed late
in the financial year will not have had the chance to contribute a proper share of the energy generated.
However, we can get a reasonably accurate figure for 1985 because that was the peak of the programme.
We take the full investment to the end of 1984 that is $1,169 million and add half the new investment for
1985 that is $375 million to obtain the investment to the middle of 1985 that is $1,545 million. The charges
for this capital plus any maintenance must be paid for by the energy generated during 1985.
The authors of ETSU R13 used the figure of 10 per cent of total capital, made up of 3 per cent
maintenance and 7 per cent interest, when they wanted an annualised cost for the land transmission of a
wave station. This is close to a 5 per cent test discount rate paid off over 25 years. If we take the same
figure for California windwemust pay the bankers and maintenance crews a total of $154.5 million during
19,85. The cost per kWh is then obtained by dividing this amount by the number of kWh generated.

My information after 1985 becomes patchy because I would have had to pay to get numbers from the
CaFfornia Energy Commission. There is a growing difference between the sum of the plant installed year
by year and the total now in commission which would indicate a significant scrap rate. However, it is clear
that the cumulative investment exceeds $2,000 million requiring an annual payment of at least $200 million
while the most recent figure for generation is 1,200 million kilowatt hours. It follows that the cost for the
field as a whole cannot be less than 16 cents per kWh. It should be noted that individual machines in well
chosen sites achieve better results. Nevertheless 16 cents is far above the ETSU prediction-above even
their figure for wave devices in a standard Atlantic wave site.
Extract from Appendix 5: Deteriorating estimates for marine cable reliability-Summary of Estimates
Data for marine cable failure rates have traditionally been given in faults per 100 kilometre year but in
some of the Consultants' reports this has been confusingly changed to faults per kilometre year. The
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following table presents all the estimates on a common basis of years between faults for one,kilometre of
run. This avoids the difficulty of comparing small reciprocals.
Source

Rendel Palrner & TrittonIKennedy & Donkin
Working Paper 22 WESC (80) GT 137
Table 1.
'
Rendel Palmer & TrittonIKennedy & Donkin
Draft of final report section 2BF4.
Contains excellent data sources
Rendel Palmer & Tritton/Kennedy & Donkin
Final report general section 2AB4.
Defended as not a misprint. Claims data difficult to obtain.
Rendel Palmer & Tritton/Kennedy & Donkin
Final report duck section.
Accepted as double misprint
Kvaerner Brug report of Norwegian experience

Date

Fault time-year km

Nov 1980

333

May 1982

100-125

L

June 1983

10

June 1983

1

June 1985

625

The North of Scotland Hydroboard operate about 80 marine cables, some of which have been without
faults since the 'thirties. A statistical analysis by John Pollock which investigates fault rate with cable
length and the evenness of fault distribution from run to run is available from Edinburgh University.
Hydroboard Engineers have developed excellent route surveying techniques and are confident that future
fault rates will be much reduced. It will be interesting to follow the experience of the 43 km cable to
Orkney which suffers similar waves and much worse currents than those of the Atlantic wave fields. It
was installed in the summer of 1982 and so by March 1987 had achieved 200 kilometre years without

Memorandum by ETSU, Energy Technology Support Unit for the Department of Energy
h

1. Thank you for sending me a copy of Professor Salter's evidence to Sub-Committee B of the House
of Lords' Select Committee on the European Communities. I am grateful to you for giving me the
opportunity to comment. So far as ETSU is concerned, Professor Salter's criticisms may conveniently be
considered under two headings:
-

(a) Questions of professional integrity: for example that ETSU is controlled by the UKAEA in such a
way that the staff cannot be trusted to make objective assessments, and
(b) The Cost-Effectiveness of - Wave Power: for example that the technical and economic information
produced by ETSU on wave power was ill founded and unsound.
THEPROFESSIONAL
INTEGRITY
OF ETSU
ETSU operateshame been qpi~edeliberately
2. Considering point (a) first, & e a ~ n g e m e n t s . u n dwhich
~
designed, 'since its inception, to prevent abuses of the kind claimed by Professor Salter. Key features of
these arrangements are as follows:
(i) The technical and commercial content of ETSU programmes,-& not controlled by the UKAEA;
ETSU staff work'directly to the instructions of Programme Directors in the Department of Energy,
and all the results of ETSU's work belong to the Department.
(ii) To avoid any possible conflict of technical or commercial interest, ETSU staff devote all of their
productive time to Department of Energy programmes; they do not split their time between
Department and UKAEA programmes.
(iii) Although ETSU personnel do transfer to and from UKAEA programmes, more than half of the
current professional staff have never worked on UKAEA programmes aLall; they have been recuited
directly from industry, academia and elsewhere to meet the particular requirements of ETSU work.
Fitness for the job is what matters.
(iv) The Programmes managed by ETSU are subject to external scrutiny by formal committees and
steering groups which include independent experts from industry, the professions and academia, plus
representatives of the energy industries, local authorities and other bodies, as appropriate. This
ensures that ETSU's advice to the Department is impartial.
(v) Most of ETSU's assessments are put in the public domain, including the methodologies used to reach
conclusions, so that other parties can scrutinise the work and take issue with it if they so wish;
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indeed, other parties are deliberately brought into much of the work, so as to reach broadly based
conclusions. Some information is, of course, commercially sensitive and has to be protected.
(vi) Finally, ETSU operates under one-year contracts from different parts of the Department of Energy;
hence, the only way that ETSU staff can secure the continuation of their work from year to year is
by satisfying the requirements of the Department and providing value for money.
These exacting customer-contractor arrangements ensure that ETSU staff work in a professional manner,
within the policy framework laid down by the Department. Any staff who cannot operate in this way
would be transferred to other work, but I am happy to say that there have been very few problems of
that kind during the years that ETSU has been in existence. I therefore believe that, through these
arrangements, there is absolutely no foundation for the allegations of bias made by Professor Salter.
3. Turning now to point (b) above, it would be very strange if all professional people were to agree on
the merits of some proposed new technical system. There is usually much argument, and the argument is
often prolonged, in some cases interminable. Nevertheless, decisions have to be made. In view of this,
rather thaiftiy to deal with ail the specific points made by Professor Salter, it might be more helpful to
the Sub-Committee if I were to sketch in the background on how the decisions on wave power were
reached and the role played by ETSU, before dealing with the more salient points.

4. To estimate the cost of power from wave energy requires a knowledge of the capital cost for
constructing and installing every item of these large complex structures (moorings, cables to shore,
connections to the grid et as well as the cost of the wave device itself) and of the total energy output to
be expected from the wav energy converter in an average year (the "productivity"). For devices which
have not been designed in detail the capital costs are often difficult to estimate. The device teams were
therefore given assistance in preparing their estimates from specialist consultants (for example McAlpines,
Taylor Woodrow, GEC) paid for by the Department of Energy. In order to ensure as far as possible that
a common approach was made to all the different devices being studied, the task of assessing and collating
the device teams' estimates of cost and productivity was placed in the hands of a separate consultancy,
Rendel Palmer sad Tritton (RPT). RPT's role was to act as independent assessors with the aim of reaching
agreed final figures by iteration with the device teams and their consultants. The process was not fully
completed at the time of the 1982 meeting of ACORD (the Secretary of the State's Advisory Council on
R&D) which recommended termination of the programme, so it was the device teams' own capital cost
and productivity estimates that were presented by ETSU in evidence to the Council. ETSU's sole
contribution to the costs was to provide estimates for the capital element in power transmission, which
was common to all the devices. In addition, EASAMS Ltd (part of the GEC group) provided estimates
for the wave energy maintenance costs.

"d

5. ETSU's main appraisal role at that time was to incorporate these various cost and productivity
figures into a strategic remw. In this the wave energy costs, together with figures for other renewable
sources, were used to form judgments about the extent to which each source of energy could be used
economically, in competition with conventional sources of energy, against a whole range of possible future
prices of fuel. Subsequent to the ACORD recommendation thjs material was published as ETSU-R-13.
In the following year RPT also'completed their cost studies and the results were eventually incorporated
in the final report of the Wave Energy Programme (ETSU-R-26) published in 1985.

6. It is important to note, therefore, that the basic data and analyses have been available to members
sf the research community since shortly after the decision to run down the wave energy programme was

announced. No one has yet brought forward a set of analyses which materially contradict those which are
published. Professor Salter identified a point-the reliability of the power cables running from devices to
shore-about which there is some contention, partly reflecting a regrettable typing error in RPT's report
(although it should be noted that this error did not enter the final analysis). Even if 100 per cent reliability
were to be assumed for the power cable, however, i(t would make very little difference to the final outcomesince the critical costs lie in the initial capital outlay for the total system.

7. Professor Salter also criticises ETSU"s parametric costing, implying that such calculations helped to
form the basis of the decision on the future of wave power. This is not the case. The parametric method
has been developed only since the decision to run down the programme. The purpose is to derive an
internally consistent set of capital costs for all renewable energy devices, including wave devices, when
fully developed and in production. These have so far served to confirm our view that for a given power
output the cost of wind turbines is likely to be significantly less than the cost of even the simplest offshore wave energy device.
8. The implication in Professor Salter's submission is that ETSU had a major hand in the decision to
curtail the wave power R&D programme. ETSU's role in this respect was strictly limited. The Wave
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Energy Steering Committee, comprising Government officials, independent advisors and ETSU staff, was
in fact supportive of a continuing wave programme. In the event it was ACORD, with its wider
responsibilities, which, having weighed all the evidence, concluded that the substantial resources being
devoted to wave energy could be better employed on other R&D programmes, and accordingly recommended to the Secretary of State a reordering of priorities. It was only after the 1982 meeting of ACORD
that Mr Peter Davies was appointed to ETSU. He therefore had no hand in the recommendation at all.
Rather, he was charged with the difficult task of running down the programme and completing the various
contracts satisfactorily.
I
9. Finally, I think it is worth noting that the United Kingdom is not alone in not supporting a
programme of R&D on large wave energy devices designed to be located well off-shore and to produce
substantial amounts of power. Most of the work being done elsewhere-for example in Norway-is aimed
at small devices, to produce small amounts of power, and generally to be mounted at or close to thg
shoreline. It is for this application that Dr Whitt&er> device is showing promise and has for some time
been receiving support from the Department of Energy. Furthermore, the Norwegian initiative, to which
Professor Salter refers, is jointly funded by industry and the Norwegian Government on a cost-share basis.
It is significant that several of the major United Kingdom companies'which were involved in the wave
energy R&D programme, having looked at the technical and commercial prospects for wave energy and
for wind energy, have chosen to invest their efforts and money in the latter.J,am sure the Sub-Committee
would agree that the prospects for industrial investment must be a key consideration in ETSU's assessments
and in the decisions made by the Department.
CONCLUSION
10. I trust that the above information, which can all be readily checked, will reassure the Sub-Committee
that ETSU operates to a high standard of professionalism and that its advice is scrutinised by committees
including independent experts from industry.

W M Currie
Head, ETSU
24 May 1988

Memorandum by the Department of Energy

Thank you for the sight of Professor Salter's evidence to the Sub-Committee. You may like the
Department's comments on the two areas about which he expresses concern: the way the Department of
Energy's decision to run down R&D on wave power was made and the exclusion of wave power from the
Community's R&D and Demonstration programmes.

i
The decisions made on the wave programme arose out of advice given on a number of occasions by the
Department's independent Advisory Council on Research and Development (ACORD) composed of
experts from the energy industries and academia. In 1976 it recommended support for the wave energy
programme but expressed increasing concern about aspects of the programme in L980381 and4982
The recommendation at the 1982 meeting was, in effect, to conclude the programme. The Department
substantiaUy accepted this advice but decided to allow continuation of a low level of research. ACORD
noted this continuation in 1983 but in 1984 recommended total closure of the programme. This was
accepted by the Department with the proviso that it would continue to examine any developments that
showed prospects of significant cost reductions.
The ACORD discussion in 1982 was guided by a strategic review, on an economic basis, of the renewable
energy technologies, prepared at the request of ACORD by the Chief Scientist's Group at ETSU. This
review was subsequently published as ETSU R13. The commentary in the strategic review emphasised the
need for completion of comprehensive Studies by consultants on the various wave energy devices in the
programme. This was subsequently done and the consultant's technical reports have since been published.
They confirmed the argument for the earlier decision and led to the production of the definitive account
of the wave energy programme which was published as ETSU R26. It has of course been open for industry
to take the results of the R&D funaed by the Department and develop it further.
Professor Salter also refers to the exclusion of wave energy from the Community's non-nuclear energy
R&D and Demonstration programmes. Wave energy was not included in any of the first three R&D
programmes (running from 1975 tu the end of this year). I understand from the Commission official
concerned that the inclusion of wave energy R&D was not proposed by the Commission because it was
felt that the resource was too limited to be appropriate for a Community programme. This conclusion
was reached by the Commission purely on geographical as distinct from' technological or economic

'
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considerations. It should be remembered in this context that the contents of all three non-nuclear energy
R&D programmes, (including the present one which began in early 1985) were decided well before Spain
and Portugal joined the Community on 1 January 1985. The contents of the fourth programme which will
run from January 1989 will not be decided until later this year. I understand however that the Commission
has proposed that studies might be included in the new programme to determine whether wave or tidal.
power might now have relevance in a Community context.
In the case of the Community's Energy Demonstration Programme, consideration was given to all forms
of ocean energy - wave, tidal and temperature gradients-before the agreement of the contents of the
present four year (1986-1989) programme. Studies were carried out by consultants on behalf of the
Commission and the results of these were discussed at a meeting of experts in Brussels in December 1984.
It was concluded that all forms of ocean energy were still in the R&D stage and that their inclusion in the
new programme then being planned would be premature.

-

Memorandum by Rendel Palmer and Tritton

-

Thank you for your letter of 16 May. .I had read, with some concern, reports of Stephen Salter's
submission to the House of Lords Committee and I am glad you have given me the opportunity to set
the record straight. I could obviously respond to the whole of his technical submission, but will confine
myself to saying that there are very many capable engineers and scientists i n the United Kingdom who
have been concerned with the Wave Energy programme for many years, who would dispute both the views
and the facts that he has presented to the Committee. I would simply note that as the Partner of Rendel
Palmer & Tritton responsible for the whole of the Assessment Consultancy, and as advisor to the Wave
Energy Steering Committee, I was never at any stage put under any pressure from ETSU or the Department
of Energy to bias my assessing or reporting in any way, and we sought at all times to give our best
balanced views based on our experience, our engineering knowledge and the specific study we were engaged
to make on each device.
It is important that the Committee should appreciate the weight of experience that was brought to bear
on the assessment; the statement made by Stephen Salter on Page 33, paragraph 736, is wrong and is quite
misleading to the Committee. The facts are as follows.

". . . the consultants who were working for ETSU . . . " (Salter, Paragraph 736 line 7.)
My own firm, Rendel Palmer & Tritton (RPT) were formally "in association with Kennedy & Donkin"
for the whole of our work on Wave Energy.
RPT are one ofdhe leading firms of Consulting Engineers in the United Kingdom, specialising in Civid,
Structural and Marine engineering, but also in Mechanical and Electrical engineering, particularly related
to heavy moving strbctures. RPT were the sole consultants for the Thames Barrier, for which project they
were awarded the Queen's Award for Technology.
Kennedy & Donkin are probably the most experienced United Kingdom firm in Electrical Power
Generation-in7relation t o hydro power. RPT invited them to form a joint team for the Wave Energy
project because of their particular complementary skills in all matters electrical and in rotating machinery.
It is this joint team that reported to ETSU, and which Salter described as ". . . really Civil Engineers . . ."
In common with most Consulting Practices, RPT 'from time to time have staff engaged on a selfemployed-base, who are classified as Consultants. These individuals work as part of our team, responsible
to our Project Managers and Project Director. They make inputs to our studies and their input, along
with that of all the other members of the team, contributes to a final report. These individuals are most
definitely not sub-consultants in the normal usage of that term, and they have no more status than any
other employee. Gordon Senior was such an individual, taken onto our team to increase its strength at a
period of peak workload; competent clearly, but not more so ihan some half dozen other members of our
team, including myself, who all had a longer standing familiarity with the engineering of Stephen Salter's
Ducks.
The Report we submitted expressed the considered view of RPT, based on the inputs of all persons
concerned. Where there were differences of opinion within the team, we resolved these by discussion and
giving appropriate weight according to the experience and knowledge of those holding them.
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I think the above should set the Committee's mind at rest concerning the assessment team. They may
also like to know that on the matter of reliability factors, ETSU also appointed the eminent firm of
YARD, leading defense consultants, to advise us and provide data for our availability model.
Please let me know if you require further information,
P J Clark
Director
23 May 1988
Further Memorandum by ETSU
Further to my letter of 24 May, I received only yesterday a copy of the IEA's executive summary on
their wave power collaboration. Since this has an obvious bearing on the Sub-Committee's deliberations I
am taking the liberty of sending it to you.
It draws on evidence from Ireland, Japan, Norway, the United Kingdom and USA. The broad conclusion
is on page 10. The Sub-Committee may find this useful as additional evidence if they have not already
seen it and it is not too late. '
W M Currie
Head ETSU
3 June 1988

Memorandnm by A Gordon Senior CBE MSc CEng FICE FIStructE
1. I have read the written evidence submitted to the Committee by Professor Stephen Salter and his
subsequent oral evidence heard on 5 May 1988.
2. The Wave Energy Programme of the Department of Energy (DEn) was commenced in the latter part
of the 1970's with Rendel Palmer & Tritton (RPT) appointed as Consultants. RPT reported to DEn
through the Energy Technology Support Unit of Harwell (ETSU) while examining in detail the proposals
of 7 independent teams in academe and industry each of which were promoting their own device proposals
and receiving funding from DEn for their design studies. The main thrust of the programme took place
between 1981 and 1983. The work was guided by the Wave Energy Steering Committee set up by DEn
and having independent members.
3. As an independent consulting engineer I was appointed by RPT, with the approval of the DEn, in
August 1981 to evaluate one of these seven devices, the Edinburgh Duck, which was recognised as being
technically more innovative and introducing many more novel features than any of the aergdeyices. It
was my understanding that this was the only device to be evaluated by an outside consultant.
4. The evaluation of each device was to conclude with a report to the DEn having the following common
chapter headings: Summary and Main Conclusions, Brief History of Development, Description of Design,
Design Philosophy and State of Development, Engineering Appraisal, Inspection and Maintenance,
Appraisal of Reliability and Availability, Performance and Productivity, Costing of the 2GW Scheme,
Summary and Conclusions, Appendices. The depth of reporting will be evident from the fact that, in the
case of the Edinburgh Duck report, these chapters had 64 differentsub-headings and 197 sub-sub-headings.
As other individuals within RPT were examining the issues of availability and performance and productivity
of the other 6 devices, it seemed rational that they drafted the appropriate parts of the Duck report and
this was agreed at the outset. Another consulting engineering firm, Kennedy and Donkin, wrote the
electrical power and transmission sections. I wrote all other chapters and sections.

5. The format of the reports and editorial presentation were defined by RPT in agreement with ETSU.
The Duck report was one of this series and did not carry my name (by agreement) although it was well
known to DEn and ETSU that I was its principal author. I submitted drafts of the various sections and
chapters in manuscript to RPT which were typed onto their word-processor and passed back to me for
correction. I then discussed them with the RPT Project Manager and agreement was reached on the final
COPY) A copy of this publication has been placed in the House of Lords Record Office: the broad conclusion is that wave power is inherently a highcost energy source.
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6. The members of the Duck Team were Professor Stephen Salter of Edinburgh University, John Laing
and Son Ltd, and McLellan & Partners, Consulting Electrical Engineers. I met the members of the Duck
Team individually and together on many occasions between August 1981 and April 1983 and debated
with them at length all aspects of their proposals. I also visited the commercial companies who supplied
them with information and made many independent enquiries myself. I found the Team always willing to
respond to my questioning. When they failed to convince me of the validity of their ideas they were also
willing to retract and modify their design.

7. In addition to the many technical issues 2 matters which were central to the evaluation were the
capital and operating costs, and the availability of the devices to provide electrical power when required
which was in turn a function of the reliability of the devices. The capital costs provided by the Team were
based on quotations from outside firms which 1 checked and in the case of the concrete and construction
by the Chief Estimator of John Laing who also had to satisfy me. The use of parametric costings by RPT
and ETSU in the interests of achieving consistency between the costs of the different devices produced
gross distortions in the case of the Duck as Professor Salter has indicated in his evidence with which I
agree.
8. By a separate contract YARD Ltd examined the reliability of each device and produced reports in
time for their findings to be considered and incorporated within the main appraisal reports. The aims of
their report on the Duck were to undertake a qualitative study of its reliability, to provide partial input
to the reliability assessment being undertaken by RPT, and to identify potential critical areas of the design
with respect to reliability and to indicate where further design effort should be concentrated. The YARD
report acknowledged the unique character of the device and the lack of relevant data and entered many
caveats against a literal interpretation of its findings. Without these caveats I would have strongly disputed
its validity.
9. The Duck device was very novel and incorporated features which were new and untried. It was an
imaginative device of the future using principles established today. The power train incorporated large
flywheels within recessing gyroscopes, high pressure hydraulics and electronic controls. While none of
these in themselves were novel the combination and the scale were quite outside conventional experience.
Additionally all these mechanisms were encapsulated within sealed steel containers under permanent near
vacuum conditions to provide an ideal working environment despite the exposure of the outside of the
canisters to sea water. To assess the reliability of these mechanisms on data available for broadly
comparable equipment exposed to sea spray would be nonsense.
10. My conclusions were the last part of the report to be formally drafted although my opinions had
become well known to RPT as the work had progressed. My final draft of these sections was submitted in
May 1983. I expected a response from RPT within days to discuss these consistent with our established
practice. When this was not forthcoming I telephoned the RPT Project Manager to be told that the report
had been completed, was to be submitted that night and could not be discussed. When pressed I was told
that the conclusions had been altered. When I asked for a copy to examine what changes had been made
I was told that no copy had been allocated to me and that copies were in short supply. When I pressed
harder I was offered a copy on loan. I found that most of the text of the report was as I had drafted but
the key conclusions had indeed been changed and even reversed. I objected and asked for my views to be
made known to the DEn but was told that this could not be done and that I was bound by client
confidentiality to RPT not. to reveal-my disagreement. I was also advised not to have further contact with
&he device team.

It was and still remains my considered opinion that some of the conclusions in the report on the Duck
device as submitted to DEn cast unfair doubts on its long term viability.
12 June 1988

Further Memorandum from Professor Salter

-

Thank you for your FAX of 9 June. You asked me for my comments on the letters to your Subcommittee from Mr Godfrey Bevan at the Department of Energy (23 May), Mr Peter Clark at Rendel
Palmer and Tritton (23 May) and D W M Currie at ETSU (24 May and 3 June).
The letters are remarkably silent on most of the points raised in my evidence and its appendices. Let
me comment on each letter in turn.
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OF ENERGY
I agree with Mr Bevan's letter about the importance of the March 1982 ACORD meeting. The
information presented by officials to that meeting amounted to the claim that wind power might cost as
little as 1.9 pence per kilowatt hour while the best that wave power could offer would be 4.2 pence. The
meeting was also told that a way must be found to cut the alternative energy budget from £14 million to
£1 1 million. In these circumstances it was not difficult to predict the ACORD decision.
THE

However, I suggest that your committee might enquire about:

(1) The reason for the unprecedented exclusion of the wave programme manager, Mr Clive GrovePalmer, from this meeting, and the reasons for his early retirement soon afterwards.
(2) The long delay (early 1983) before wave teams could see the ETSU report in the form of ETSU R13.
(3) The discrepancy between the ETSU R13 estimate for wind and the actual costs in California. These
can be deduced from my appendix 4.
(4) The difference between the ETSU estimates for maintenance costs as a proportion of initial capital
for wind and wave, which amounted to a factor of 27 (my appendix 3).
(5) The reason for the strict ban on communication between ACORD and wave teams.
THE LETTER FROM RENDELPALMER
AND TRITTON
I must apologise to Peter Clark for any unintended slight against the oldest of the engineering professions.
All I intended was to make the point that civil engineers are not the first people to advise on microchips
and futuristic hydraulics. Mr Clark made this very point to me and to wave conferences on many occasions.
His group had failed to spot two subtle but serious mistakes made by us in our first reference design
(1979) and we were greatly reassured to have the sharper scrutiny of Gordon Senior. My report to you
that he was a sub-consultant was based on the amount of time he spent with us compared to other
consultant staff.
Mr Clark writes of resolving differences of opinion by discussion. Mr Senior tells me that the changes
to his report were not discussed with gim and came as a complete surprise. Perhaps your Committee might
determine where the truth lies by asking to see the original version of Mr Senior's report.
It would also be helpful if Mr Clark could comment on the question of the cost reductions which result
from serious production. He has reported that far wave devices the reduction is negligible even for
quantities of a thousand. In contrast, ETSU estimate generous reductions for wind energy for quite short
runs. The extracts from the relevant papers are given in my appendix 2.
i
Mr Clark is emphatic that he was never put under any pressure from ETSU. It follows that the 30-fold
changes made to the estimates for marine cable failure rate (as described in my appendix 5) must be the
responsibility of either his company or Kennedy and Donkin. I hope that he will be able to explain his
reasons for the changes to your Committee and comment on the ban
between us when I enquired about them (my appendix 7). It did see
Mr Clark reinforces his position on reliability by citing the eminence of Y-ARD, the leading defence
consultants. Perhaps your Committee can form their own opinion by reading one of my papers enclosed
in appendix 6 and by obtaining from Mr Clark or ETSU officials answers to the questions posed in it. I
have been unable to do so. It might also be useful if ETSU and Y-ARD could comment on the large
differences in reliability assumptions in Y-ARD papers YR-2814181 appendix 3 and YR-2788Y2407. There
are factors of nearly 70 for identical parts.
THE LETTERS FROM ETSU
Dr. Currie defends the professional integrity of ETSU staff without commenting on the fact that Peter
Davies prevented my papers on the YARD reliability work from reaching the Wave Energy Steering
Committee. He offers no comment on the totally misleading information about sulphur hexafluoride
switchgear supplied by another ETSU official to the Wave Energy Steering Committee in defence of some
rather inaccurate comments made by Peter Clark's team about the sizes of common electrical equipment.
Details are given in my appendix 7.
Dr. Currie defends the detachment of ETSU without commenting on the fact that Peter Davies was
appointed to present the UKAEA case for the Dounreay expansion directly after his work on waves. He
describes the assessment procedure without explaining how the sequences of ETSU reports R30, R.26, L7
and R14 raised the estimates for the best wave devices from 4 to 9 pence per kilowatt hour. Dr. Currie
says that no one has brought forward analyses which materially contradict the ETSU ones. There is a
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good deal of material contradiction in the paper which I published for the IUTAM Lisbon wave conference
in 1985. Pages 9-13 are enclosed.
Dr. Currie describes the advice given by ETSU as impartial without explaining the differences between
wind and wave with regard to component reliability (page 4 of my evidence), maintenance costs (appendix
3) and production quantities (appendix 2) or the blind eye turned towards California wind experience
(appendix 4).
He defends the ETSU parametric costing method without explaining the very large disagreement between
actual quotations against engineering drawings given in my appendix 8. The 12 fold adjustment of the
Whessoe quotation for our heaviest item was devastating-nearly doubling our capital cost. He gives no
explanation for the abandonment of the first set of costing rules (Working Paper 36) used during the
design. He does not comment on the similarity to the costlweight ratios of ships and aircraft. He does not
explain why the laboriously calculated Rendel Palmer and Tritton capital costs (£1,520 per kW ducks)
were rejected. He does not defend parametric costing against my "sinking ship" argument on page 8 of
my written evidence. Dr. Currie excuses the changes to estimates for marine cable failure rate from 10 km
years per fault to 1 km year per fault on the basis of a typographical error without explaining how, before
that, the estimates got from 333 down to 10. I am sorry to go on and on about those cables. They are
indeed a small part of the overall picture but they are the bit of wave technology about which we have
the clearest evidence. Mistakes about them reveal much about attitudes and indicate the sizes of errors
which might creep in with regard to other, less well understood estimates.
My version of events is that the official Rendel Palmer and Tritton figure for capital costs was £1,5201
kW and was coupled with an excellent capacity factor of nearly 40 per cent. Numbers close to this were
well known at the time of the ACORD meeting, well before these were finally made public in June 1983.
It was only the Rendel Palmer and Tritton interpretation of the Y-ARD work on reliability that reduced
our capacity factor to essentially zero. There followed a lengthy and bitter dispute about the Y-ARD
report and the denial of our access to the official RPT reliability computer program which was eventually
conceded to us as a result of work by an ETSU official Dr Roy Taylor. In a memorandum dated 25 April
1985 he gave the results as "a cost of less than 4p/kWh using RPT capital cost and energy output figures".
The entire memorandum is reproduced in my appendix 1. I am sure that if ACORD had seen that
memorandum at the same time as the 1985 wind costs from California, all would have been different. Can
Dr. Currie tell your Committee whether this memorandum was ever given to ACORD? If it was not given,
who decided to withhold such an important piece of information?
In his second letter of 3 June Dr. Currie encloses an extract from the IEA executive summary. The use
of the word "most" is significant. Most IEA members accepted Britain as a leading country for wave
research and so this extract may well be a returning echo of the ETSU reports to them. Without seeing
what ETSU sent them and the rest of their report it is difficult to make further comment. But I have seen
a fragment of an ETSU report to the IEA which implied that bending moments in long spines were greater
than expected. If this were true then one of the options for offshore siting would indeed be impossible.
But it is simply not true. There is afactor of safety of three in our 1982 reference design.
Can Dr. Currie explain the reasons why the Norwegian government will send me a personal copy of
the reports on the Norwegian programme while ETSU will not let me see what they are telling the IEA
about my own work?
10 June 1988

'The extract the IUTAM Symposium on Hydrodynamics of Ocean Wave Energy Utilisation (Lisbon Portugal 8-1 1 July 1985) has been placed
in the House of Lords Record Office.

